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school improvement and/or educational innovation will be clear and we would expect the 
applicant to combine this Executive role with other strategic workstreams that could bring 
value to the Federation. 

To be able to progress our school performance and curriculum offer even further, your 
skills and abilities as a leader of people will be paramount.  An open, innovative and 
reflective style is what we need to nurture our newly qualified talent, support and embed 
the skills of our experienced staff team, teaching and non-teaching.  

The schools within the Hanham Primary Federation are known for their forward thinking 
way of supporting pupils with diverse needs and being inclusive will be a central part of 
the role.  We would want you to be passionate about support for the most disadvantaged 
and support the schools to deliver excellence across all our vulnerable groups.

I hope that this recruitment pack and supporting materials have piqued your interest.  If so 
please feel free to get in touch with me and ask questions.  We will happily accommodate 
visits to the schools, where a member of our Federation Leadership Team will show you 
the schools in action (subject to current Covid restrictions).  I am more than happy to meet 
informally on-line.

Best wishes

 

Carl Lander
Chair of Governors
Federation Board
Hanham Primary Federation

Dear Prospective Applicant,

Welcome to Hanham Primary Federation!

On behalf of the Governors, staff and pupils, I thank you for your interest in the post 
of Executive Headteacher at Hanham Primary Federation that has arisen due to the 
retirement of the current Executive Headteacher, Mike Coyne.  We are seeking a new 
Headteacher to work with the current Associate Headteachers on a part-time basis (3 
days per week).

Both schools are lively and happy with high-performing staff who have a genuine desire 
to educate and nurture the next generation.  Having created the Federation in 2013, 
the Federation Leadership Team and Governors have worked hard to create a common 
purpose and shared experience across both schools, including a mutual curriculum and 
all policies aligned to support pupils and staff together.

This two-year fixed term role will offer an exciting challenge to deliver upon three key 
areas –

 » Continue the improvement journey across the Federation that achieves an excellent 
education for all.

 » Undertake a review of the Federation wide vision and values to undertake a review 
of the vision, value, systems and processes of the Federation in the context of its 
community.

 » Examine the options for the future of the Federation and recommend the steps 
needed to secure both the academic and financial security of both schools.  This 
work will include wider consideration of the very best mechanisms to deliver high 
quality primary phase education for children and young people across Hanham and 
the surrounding areas.

We are looking for someone very special to take forward our development journey.  You 
will be either an experienced Headteacher and/or someone who has had experience 
as an education consultant or advisor.  You will have had significant experience of 
leadership and can demonstrate how your experience fits with this role.  Your work in 

Chair of Governors Letter
January 2021
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The Hanham Primary Federation
Since September 2013 the Hanham Primary Federation 
has been a formal collaboration between Samuel White’s 
Infant School (SWIS) and Hanham Abbots Junior School 
(HAJS).  The two schools entered this agreement in order 
to stabilize the staffing across the schools and create a 
strong working relationship between the two neighbouring 
institutions, supporting and enabling all staff to drive 
improvement in teaching and learning in order to deliver 
outstanding primary education for the children of Hanham.  
The Federation has evolved since its inception and now all 
policies are aligned and the curriculum has been jointly 
developed by both schools.

The two schools do however still retain their unique 
character and are identified as two schools with separate 
DfE numbers and inspections, but are fully committed 
to the delivery of high quality 4-11 provision across the 
Federation.

As a Federation, the schools operate under one Governing 
Body with one Executive Headteacher.  Both schools have 
an Associate Headteacher who is responsible for the day 
to day running of the school and the Inclusion Manager 
also has the role of Assistant Headteacher across the 
Federation.

The Federation Leadership Team (FLT) takes a strategic 
role to promote progress, attainment and well-being for 
all learners within the Hanham Primary Federation.  Each 
school also retains a Senior Leadership Team (SLT) made 
up of senior staff that is led by the head of school.  The 
Associate and Assistant Headteachers sit on the SLT of 
both schools. 

We are proud of our schools; we have confidence and 
trust in our staff, and encourage a close, collaborative 
relationship with our school community.  Our schools’ 
have a unique personality and our vision of “Celebrating 
and inspiring a life-long love of learning in an ever-
changing world”, alongside values of enjoyment, respect, 
perseverance and independence, are something we hold 
dear.  All these elements are key to underpinning success, 
to deliver an excellent education for our children, so they 
will flourish to be confident, enthusiastic, hardworking and 
aspirational individuals.

The Federation has been established on these sound 
principles, and strong progress has been made.  With this 
change in leadership there is an opportunity to further 
invigorate the schools, accelerate progress and excite the 
school community.  The education climate is changing and 
this is a challenging, but exciting time ,for the Federation 
to explore opportunities and take bold decisions to deliver 
improved success at pace, through further enabling our 
talented staff and establishing strong external connections 
and partnerships.

A new Executive Headteacher will be 
joining a lively, committed and resilient 
staff, which has repeatedly shown 
great teamwork and a passion to 
support the young people in their care.

You can find out more about the two 
schools in the Federation by using the 
link on page 2.  The current staffing of 
the FLT is shown below.

Aims and values
Celebrating and inspiring a life-long love of 

learning in an ever-changing world.

We are all very proud of our schools, where every member 
of the Federation team is committed to supporting all our 
children.  The Federation has a very high reputation in the 
surrounding area for our pastoral care and the support 
of SEND pupils.  Our Federation Aims and Values are 
important to us and reflect the foundation upon which the 
Federation runs.

We aim to provide a curriculum that reflects the views and 
interests of our pupils.  We want our pupils to be curious 
about the world around them and value and respect the 
society in which they live.  We hope they will turn out to be 
motivated and resilient learners with a range of interests, 
both inside and outside the classroom.  They will use their 
learning skills to achieve their full potential and become 
role models in the community.

Federation Details

HPF Governing Body

Federation Leadership Team (FLT)

Executive Headteacher
Mike Coyne - retiring July 2021

Samuel White’s Infant School
Associate Headteacher

Gabby Howells

Hanham Abbots Junior School
Associate Headteacher

Matthew Norcott

Primary Assistant Headteacher
Inclusion Manager

Helen Lees
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Health and Well-being
We use the Jigsaw mindful approach to PSHE across 
the whole school.  Jigsaw is a whole-school philosophy 
with children at its heart, which provides children with 
age appropriate learning experiences to help them 
navigate their world and develop positive relationships 
with everyone around them.  

Forest school is an exciting part of the curriculum 
and children can spend an afternoon during the week 
outside in ‘our forest’ where they can experience the 
environment through guided learning, run by a Level 3 
Forest school trained member of staff.

In addition to this, to help develop healthy lifestyles 
for all our children, there are external Sports providers 
working with each year group and an on-site school 
kitchen, providing locally sourced nutritional school 
meals daily.

Ofsted
The Infant school retained its ‘Good’ judgement 
following a short inspection in 2019, with indications 
it had significantly improved and is in line for a section 
5 inspection next time.  The Junior school received 
a judgement of Requires Improvement in 2018 and 
is making great progress to use this judgement as a 
platform for further improvement to the school. 

To address Ofsted concerns within the Junior School, 
the most recent external review highlighted that all 
subject leaders have accessed training and support 
to ensure they have secure subject knowledge, and 
are able to support colleagues.  Teachers were 
overwhelmingly positive about the support they have 
received from senior leaders, and articulated how 
approachable leaders are, and how they make every 
effort to support both their well-being and workload.

Extra-curricular Activities
The schools normally offer a wide range of extra-
curricular clubs and activities during the school term 
including:

 » Gymnastics
 » Judo
 » Musical Theatre
 » Robotics
 » Football
 » Science Club
 » Netball

There is an Early Bird club every weekday run by staff 
from across the Federation and a privately run After 
School club at HAJ.

Parent Support

Friends of HPF
The school has an active Friends fundraising team who 
work hard throughout the year. School Discos and Film 
Nights provide entertainment for the children.  Quiz 
nights are run by the teachers for the grown ups and 
then Summer and Christmas Fairs are held to involve 
the whole family and invite the local community to the 
school.  Even under the most unusual circumstances 
the Friends of HPF have successfully managed to 
raise £3k already this year through new and novel 
approaches.

Parent Forum
The Parent Forum is a group made up of a 
representative from each class within the Federation 
to liaise with the school on issues affecting the parent 
community. They meet regularly to talk to each other 
and to the school Head Teachers.  The group is also 
used as a sounding board to discuss changes to be 
made across the Federation.
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This year we have introduced a new forum for parents of 
children with SEND to represent this smaller cohort of 
the school population.  Led by the Federation Inclusion 
Manager, we use this forum to share ideas and views 
on school issues specifically affecting the SEND parent 
community.

Hanham
Hanham is on the eastern outskirts of Bristol, between 
Bristol, Bath and Keynsham.  Despite its proximity to 
Greater Bristol, Hanham retains its own identity.  There 
is a local community centre that hosts plenty of clubs 
and events, a Youth Centre and a proudly independent 
high street; two small supermarkets are the only glimpse 
of national chains.  It is also home to Hanham Hall 
sustainable community, England’s first large scale Zero 
Carbon housing development.

The River Avon runs along the southern edge providing 
lovely areas for walking.  Conham River Park, Eastwood 
Farm Nature Reserve and Hanham Common are just a 
few of Hanham’s beautiful green spaces.  The A431 runs 

straight through Hanham and this links with the city 
centre and the Bristol Ring Road.  Hanham Mount is the 
‘tourist attraction’ in Hanham, linked to John Wesley and 
his open air preaching in the 1730’s.  

The Hanham Community runs a fair on the common 
in the summer and a street fair along the high street 
at Christmas.  There is also an Easter Egg hunt and 
a Scarecrow hunt for the children in the spring and 
Autumn, so there is a friendly community feel to the 
area.  The Hanham Players put on regular shows across 
the year, and for the more energetic, there is the annual 
Hanham Horror, taking in the 100 steps and plenty of 
mud!
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"I think the teachers have been doing a 
fantastic job, and I think Dojo is working 
really well for work and feedback."

"Thankyou HPF for taking such good 
care of our children"

"I think generally the announcements and additional 
information for parents leading up to and throughout 
lockdown have been a great support, timely and 
considered. I really can't praise the school enough."

"I love the fact that the children’s 
happiness & wellbeing seems to be 
at the forefront of what the school 
do."

"I think it's lovely for the children to receive messages from 
their teachers and stay in contact with them throughout 
this lockdown. I also like Mr Norcott's virtual celebration 
assemblies that he does, another way of keeping a bit of 
normality for the children."

"Mr Coyne and the schools really show a lot of 
kindness and care towards our children.  Feel 
blessed to be at this school."

"I'm really impressed with how well it's gone tbh, they're 
really quick to respond if you have any questions/problems 
and all the communication with the kids is pitched really 
well. Definitely have a new found respect for teachers after 
this experience!!"

Response to Covid-19
Under the leadership of the current Executive Headteacher, and SLT, 
the schools have worked hard to ensure that children continued their 
education at home during the initial lockdown period, resulting in 
a significant number of parents expressing their thanks and giving 
positive feedback to the staff.  This has been rapidly re-established 
for the January 2021 lockdown. 

Home learning was enabled through three daily tasks issued to all 
children via Class Dojo, a web based platform that allows two way 
communication between teachers and pupils/parents/carers.  The 
platform has continued in use since the return to normal education 
patterns as a means of communicating with both mass parent 
groups or individuals.

Within school, class bubbles have been formed in each year 
group with staggered start/finish times that offers control to the 
number of parents/carers on site at any one time.  To date, we have 
experienced 3 class closures, one member of staff who was asked to 
isolate and zero in-school transmission.

"How you and all the staff have handled 
what is a very unimaginable situation 
has been absolutely amazing!”
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Samuel White’s Infants Hanham Abbots Juniors

Type of school Community Primary School

Age Range 4-7 7-11

Number on roll 235 293

Location East Bristol

Co-educational or single sex Co-educational

Budget £ 1.19m £ 1.47m

Number of teaching staff 12 + 12TA 13 + 8TA

% of pupils who speak English as an 
additional language

7% 5%

% of pupils with SEN support 5% 11%

% of pupils entitled to Pupil Premium 10% 17%

Latest Ofsted Report https://www.hanhamprimaryfederation.org/ofsted/

School website www.hanhamprimaryfederation.org

The Federation at a glance

I would like my Headteacher to play 
games with us (Y1 pupil).

I would like my Headteacher to be firm 
but fair, friendly and not intimidating and 
approachable - just like Mr Coyne

I would like my Headteacher to be kind, 
helpful and trustworthy (Y5 pupil).

I would like my Headteacher 
to be funny and interesting.

I like that the school has good teachers.

I like HAJ because people are friendly 
and get on well together.

I like that the school has lots of 
great books and play areas.
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We are looking for someone who:

 » Is a dynamic leader with enthusiasm and vision to inspire the whole Federation 
community.

 » Has the vision and drive to work with both Associate Headteacherss of each school to 
further develop and embed high-quality teaching and learning within the Federation, 
ensuring that every pupil has the opportunity to progress and reach their potential.

 » Will support the schools and Governors to achieve upgraded Ofsted ratings.

 » Will nurture and develop staff at all levels and lead by example.

 » Is happy to delegate and trust the schools’ leadership.

 » Will bring the best learning practices from their experience and other successful 
schools.

 » Is passionate about education and committed to making a difference to our children, 
putting them at the centre of every decision they make.

 » Is an excellent communicator who can build inspirational relationships with our 
pupils, parents/carers, staff and Governors.

What we can offer:

 » One federated governing body who is enthusiastic, pro-active, dynamic and 
supportive.

 » A strong and enthusiastic Senior Leadership Team, with staff who are dedicated and 
committed to raising standards.

 » Two schools with their own unique identity.

 » Two schools with fantastic well-behaved and motivated children, ready to learn.

Job Description
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Post: Executive Headteacher

Salary £69,031 - £79,167 **

Pay Scale L21 - L27

Whole Time equivalent 3 days per week

Contract Duration 2 years

Number on Roll 528 (235 SWIs, 293 HAJ)

** Actual Salary to be pro-rata to 60% of FTE.

Main Responsibility
To give strategic leadership to the Federation and give 
professional oversight and professional support to the 
School Headteachers, ensuring high quality education and 
strong governance takes place universally.

Job Description and Person Specification
Hanham Primary Federation strives to deliver both a high-
quality, inclusive education along with a desire to support 
the health and well-being of its pupils and staff.  As a 
Federation consisting of Samuel White’s Infant School and 
Hanham Abbots Junior School, we offer a through-school 
experience, alongside expert teaching, within each unique 
phase.  

The Federation has a strong ethos of partnership with 
parents/carers along with engaging with our community.  
We look forward to the Executive Headteacher playing 
an ever increasing role in developing these partnerships, 
especially in our curriculum offer.

Hanham Primary Federation is recognised in supporting 
pupils that are SEND or disadvantaged and their families.  
We have built this reputation over a number of years, and 
we look to further embed and enhance this role.  

Governors believe strongly in the professional 
responsibilities of educators and school leaders.  For this 
reason the role description is based upon the Headteacher 
Standards 2020.

The Federation believes strongly that a school leader must 
strive to uphold the seven Nolan Principles of Public Life, 
both for themselves and those that they lead.  In addition, 
we expect our school leaders to adhere to the ethics 
and professional conduct elements of the Headteacher 
Standards 2020.

School Culture
The Executive Headteacher will:

 » sustain the school’s ethos and strategic direction in 
partnership with the Federation Board and through 
consultation with the school community.

 » create a culture where pupils experience a positive 
and enriching school life.

 » uphold ambitious educational standards which 
prepare pupils from all backgrounds for their next 
phase of education and life.

 » promote positive and respectful relationships across 
the school community and a safe, orderly and 
inclusive environment.

 » ensure a culture of high staff professionalism.

Teaching
The Executive Headteacher will, in conjunction with the 
Associate Junior and Infant Headteachers:

 » sustain high-quality, expert teaching across all 
subjects and phases, built on an evidence-informed 
understanding of effective teaching and how pupils 
learn.

 » ensure teaching is underpinned by high levels of 

subject expertise and approaches which respect the 
distinct nature of subject disciplines or specialist 
domains.

 » ensure effective use is made of formative assessment.

Curriculum and Assessment
The Executive Headteacher will ensure:

 » a broad, structured and coherent curriculum 
entitlement which sets out the knowledge, skills and 
values that will be taught.

 » effective curricular leadership, developing subject 
leaders with high levels of relevant expertise with 
access to professional networks and communities.

 » that all pupils are taught to read through the 
provision of evidence-informed approaches to reading, 
particularly the use of systematic synthetic phonics in 
schools that teach early reading.

 » valid, reliable, and proportionate approaches are used 
when assessing pupils’ knowledge and understanding 
of the curriculum.

Behaviour
The Executive Headteacher will:

 » sustain the high standards of pupil behaviour and 
courteous conduct, built upon relationships, rules and 
routines, which are understood clearly by all staff and 
pupils.

 » implement consistent, fair and respectful approaches 
to managing behaviour.

 » ensure that adults within the school model and teach 
the behaviour of a good citizen.

Job Description
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Additional and Special Educational Needs and 
Disabilities
The Executive Headteacher will, in conjunction with the 
Inclusion Manager ensure that: 

 » the schools hold ambitious expectations for all pupils 
with additional and Special Educational Needs and 
Disabilities.

 » the schools sustain a culture and practices that enable 
pupils to access the curriculum and learn effectively.

 » the schools work effectively in partnership with 
parents, carers and professionals, to identify the 
additional needs and Special Educational Needs and 
Disabilities of pupils, providing support and adaptation 
where appropriate.

 » the schools fulfil its statutory duties with regard to the 
SEND code of practice.

Professional Development
The Executive Headteacher will ensure:

 » that staff have access to high-quality, sustained 
professional development opportunities, aligned to 
balance the priorities of whole-school improvement, 
team and individual needs.

 » to prioritise the professional development of staff, 
ensuring effective planning, delivery and evaluation 
which is consistent with the approaches laid out in the 
standard for teachers’ professional development.

 » that professional development opportunities draw on 
expert provision from beyond the school, as well as 
within it including nationally recognised career and 
professional frameworks and programmes to build 
capacity and support succession planning.

Organisational Management
The Executive Headteacher will ensure:

 » the protection and safety of pupils and staff through 
effective approaches to safeguarding as part of the 
duty of care.

 » that financial resources are prioritised and allocated 
appropriately, ensuring efficiency, effectiveness and 
probity in the use of public funds.

 » that staff are deployed and managed well ,with due 
attention paid to workload.

 » systems, processes and policies that enable the 
school to operate effectively and efficiently are 
overseen.

 » a rigorous approach to identifying, managing and 
mitigating risk is undertaken.

Continuous School Improvement
The Executive Headteacher will:

 » make use of effective and proportional processes 
of evaluation to identify and analyse complex 
or persistent problems and barriers which limit 
school effectiveness, and identify priority areas for 
improvement.

 » develop appropriate evidence-informed strategies for 
improvement as part of well-targeted plans which are 
realistic, timely, appropriately sequenced and suited to 
the school’s context.

 » ensure careful and effective implementation of 
improvement strategies, which lead to sustained 
school improvement over time.

Working in Partnership
The Executive Headteacher will:

 » forge constructive relationships beyond the schools, 
working in partnership with parents, carers and the 

local community.

 » commit their schools to work successfully with other 
schools and organisations in a climate of mutual 
challenge and support.

 » establish and maintain working relationships with 
fellow professionals and colleagues across other 
public services to improve educational outcomes for 
all pupils.

Governance and Accountability
The Executive Headteacher will:

 » understand and welcome the role of effective 
governance, upholding their obligation to give account 
and accept responsibility.

 » sustain professional working relationships with those 
responsible for governance.

 » ensure that staff know and understand their 
professional responsibilities and are held to account.

 » ensure the schools effectively and efficiently operates 
within the required regulatory frameworks and meets 
all statutory duties.

Safeguarding and Inclusion
The Federation is committed to safeguarding and 
promoting the safety and welfare of children and young 
people.  All staff and volunteers are expected to share 
this commitment and all appointments will be subject to 
appropriate vetting, including an enhanced DBS disclosure 
check.
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Governors are seeking to appoint an Executive Headteacher who has the credibility and 
presence to lead the Federation in its next phase of its improvement journey. 

Qualifications required

 » Qualified Teacher Status (QTS)

 » Evidence of recent, appropriate leadership development (e.g. NPQH, NPQSL).

Professional Experience

 » You must be able to describe and evidence the positive impact you have had on 
the provision of high-quality education, effective staff development and excellent 
governance of school resources.

 » You will have a proven track record of leading whole school strategic improvement 
to improve pupil outcomes.  This may mean you have significant experience in school 
leadership that will have been gained within more than one senior leadership role 
within primary-phase education.

 » You may be a past or present Ofsted Inspector or HMI, bringing a wealth of experience 
in diagnosing the effectiveness of schools in delivering a high-quality education.

 » You may have experience of supporting school improvement in a consultant role, 
having supported Headteachers to improve the progress of pupils within their 
schools.  You will have also supported the safeguarding and governance agendas 
across these schools.

 » As a leader of education you will be very clear in how your desire for inclusive 
practice has been central to all that you do.  Your desire for progress by all pupils will 
be demonstrated by your skilled implementation of high-quality SEND practice along 
with thorough examination of need and multi-disciplinary team working to deliver 
rounded support to pupils and their families.

Skills and Attributes required
 » First and foremost, you must demonstrate a passion for teaching and learning; seeing 

education as the foundation for life, no matter the background or ability to engage 
with education.  You will naturally inspire and motivate both pupils and staff to deliver 
the very best results.

 » You will have at all times promoted the safety and well-being of pupils within your 
schools.  Your knowledge and experience of safeguarding will be relevant and up 
to date and you will have a track record of converting this into safe and effective 
practice.

 » You will have a demonstrable track record in assessing the educational provision 
across a number of schools to then diagnose where good practice should be shared, 
or practice improvements are required.  You will have used all of the available 
evidence to create a vision for the Federation and a strategic plan to foster a culture 
of continual improvement that centres around the pupil.  You will also have used a 
successful multi-agency approach to school improvement, seeking out the highest 
quality support to drive improvement in your schools.

 » Your communication skills will be well rounded and demonstrate how you are able 
to talk with a variety of audiences, most importantly pupils and their parents and 
carers.  You will be able to describe how your staff engagement skills are positive 
and proactive in supporting their professional development to improve pupil progress.  
You will also be able to describe where your role as a leader of people has needed 
you to set out clear expectations of performance improvement and how your 
leadership skills brought about that improvement or led to a more formal outcome.

 » Your knowledge of good governance will be overt, you will be able to show how 
your leadership has supported Governing Bodies to build upon their own skills and 
experience to effectively give strategic leadership to the schools in which you have 
operated.

Person Specification
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Key Information

This position is subject to an Enhanced DBS check.

Once your application is complete, it should be emailed, along with any accompanying 
documentation to:

marian.duller@hanhamprimaryfederation.org

Applications should not be submitted via e-teach or via the school office.  Applications 
that do not comply with the above may be rejected.

References, one of which should be from your current employer, will be required if you are 
called for interview.

We would encourage you to pay us a visit before applying, but please understand that 
Covid-19 restrictions are in force and that visits may be limited.  Alternatively, the Chair 
of Governors is also available to answer your questions.  Please contact Mrs M Duller on 
014 5486 2520 to make suitable arrangements.

Closing Date for applications 29 January 2021

Shortlist 2 February 2021

Selection Dates** 22 & 25 February 2021

Role Commences September 2021

** Candidates will need to be available for both selection dates, either in person or virtual.

Hanham Primary Federation is an Equal Opportunity employer and

 » will not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, marital status, disability, age, part-time 
or fixed term contract status, sexual orientation or religion in the allocation of duties 
between employees employed at any level with comparable job descriptions. 

 » will put in place any reasonable measures and/or adjustments within the workplace 
for those employees who become disabled during employment or for disabled 
appointees. 

 » all employees will be considered solely on their merits for career development and 
promotion with equal opportunities for all.

Guidelines on completing your application form:
 » Please note the further guidelines that accompany the application form.  These form part of 

the same electronic document as the application form and can be found at the end.
 » Please do not send a CV or covering letter with detailed information as they will not be used 

in the shortlisting process.  All information should be provided on the South Gloucestershire 
application form provided with this information pack, although you may attach additional 
sheets if there is insufficient space on the relevant sections of the form.

 » When completing the application form, please give clear and concise information to 
demonstrate how your experience to date has enabled you to meet the requirements of the 
person specification and how your personal skills and qualities can contribute to the successful 
development of Hanham Primary Federation.

 » Please explain any gaps in your employment history. If selected for interview you may be 
questioned about the gaps during your interview. Please ensure you use month and years for 
employment history.

 » You will be required to provide evidence of your qualifications which are relevant to the post.  
Please bring the originals with you on your interview day so that a photocopy can be taken.  
Photocopies will not be accepted.

 » Your current/most recent employer should be named as someone we can approach for a 
reference.  References will be requested if you are invited to interview.  If you do not wish your 
referee to be approached at this stage you should state this on your application form with 
reasons.  No appointment will be made without two satisfactory references being received.  
References will include whether a candidate has been involved in any disciplinary procedure 
relating to children, including those time expired and where the applicant has been subject to 
any child protection concerns.

 » Please also ensure that:
 › All pages of the application form are completed;
 › Multiple choice questions are answered by deleting the non-applicable answer, so that 

answers on printed/photocopied copies of your application form remain clearly legible;
 › If submitting your application form electronically, that the declarations are electronically 

signed, using a typed signature. You will be asked to sign a copy of the form in person if invited 
to attend an interview.

Applications
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